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Asymptotic expansions as E -+ 0+ or x -+ co for fundamental systems of 
solutions for E%“(X) - p(x) u(x) = 0 were obtained by Evgrafov and Fedoryuk 
on unbounded canonical domains with neighborhoods deleted around turning 
points. When p(x) is a polynomial, lateral connection formulas were found by 
Evgrafov and Fedoryuk, and Leung for two fundamental systems of solutions 
with known expansions in the interior of two different unbounded overlapping 
canonical regions with common first or second order turning point at their 
boundaries. In this paper, lateral connection formulas are found when the 
turning points are of any higher order. Recent result of uniform simplification 
by Sibuya around higher order turning point is used. 
1. INTR~DLJcTI~N 
Evgrafov and Fedoryuk [l] f ound asymptotic series solution for the 
differential equation 
&4”(x) - p(x) u(x) = 0, 
where p(x) is a polynomial. The expansions are valid as E -+ Of or x -+ co in 
various unbounded subregions of the x-plane around turning points x = x,, 
where p(xs) = 0. Relationship between different solutions with expansions in 
different subregions around simple and second order turning points (i.e., 
first and second order zeros of p(x)) are found respectively by Evgrafov and 
Fedoryuk [l], Wasow [8], and Leung [6]. 
This paper finds such a relationship-connection formulas-when the 
polynomial p(x) has a zero of any order. A result more general than given in 
[6] is obtained by using the recent uniform simplification of Sibuya [7]. 
Techniques and results of Wasow [8], R. Lee [5], and Hanson and Russell [2] 
are used to find the “central connection” of the solution of Evgrafov and 
Fedoryuk with solutions with known expansions around the turning point. 
These known expansions are obtained from the results of Hsieh and Sibuya [4]. 
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Subsequently, “lateral connection” formulas are found. The principal results 
are Theorem 5.1, Corollary 5.1 and Theorem 6.1. 
2. DOUBLY ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTIONS IN UNBOUNDED DOMAINS 
Consider the differential equation 
Nyx) - p(x) U(X) = 0, (2.1) 
where p(x) is a polynomial with pu)(xJ = 0, i = 0, l,..., (m - 1) and 
p(m)(x,,) # 0. Here m is a positive integer. A Stokes curve for the equation 
is a curve on the x-plane proceeding from x,, , along which 
Re zI (p(.~))~l~ dz = 0. 
I 
A canonical domain on the x-plane is a domain which is bounded by Stokes 
curves containing no turning points, i.e., zeros of p(x), in its interior, and 
which is mapped by the function 
(2.2) 
onto the whole f-plane cut by a finite number of vertical rays each of which 
is unbounded. If all these vertical cuts start from the images of some turning 
points and extend to infinity in the same direction, then the canonical domain 
is called consistent; otherwise, it is called inconsistent. (Such terminologies 
were introduced by Evgrafov and Fedoryuk [l], and Wasow [8].) 
The purpose of this paper is to find the transition matrix from one funda- 
mental system with known asymptotic expansion on one canonical domain 
to another such fundamental system on another canonical domain with a 
common mth order zero x,, for p(x) at the boundary. 
Let the (m + 2) Stokes curves at x0 be I1 ,..., I,,, , counting in the counter- 
clockwise direction. For convenience, let Zi be also be denoted by &,,+a . By 
making a suitable choice of roots, the transformation 
(2.3) 
is uniquely defined near x = x,, and takes the curves I, ,..., lm+2 respectively 
into the (m + 2) rays 
77 377 5Tr 2m + 3 
wt=m+2, m+2,...,-~. m+2 
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The function t(x) is holomorphic and univalent in a neighborhood of x = x0 . 
It maps subregions of the (m + 2) domains bounded between Ik, &+r, 
(k = l,..., m + 2), holomorphically and univalently to simply-connected 
regions in the t-plane bounded by the image rays of the corresponding Stokes 
curves. Furthermore, the image of these regions and Stokes curves in the 
t-plane consists of the entire plane, except for a finite number of cuts which 
are analytic curves tending to infinity and starting at the images of turning 
points other than x0 . However, for the domain of definition of t(x), there may 
be choices of unbounded domains in the x-plane, bounded by curves starting 
at turning points other than x0 and along which Re t(x) = constant. After 
making a particular choice of (m + 2) open regions: D, between Ire , Zk+r , for 
k = l,..., m + 2, together with the curves lr ,..., I,,, in the x-plane for the 
domain of t(x), the inverse function x(t) would be holomorphic and univalent 
on the entire t-plane, except on the cuts. 
In matrix form Eq. (2.1) is equivalent to 
where 
By the transformation 
’ = [i 
0 1 dtjdx Y”, 
Eq. (2.4) is transformed into 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
since (dt/dx)-2p(x) = t*. The coefficient matrix in (2.6) has a simplier 
leading part than in (2.4). Let 
q(t) = (dx/dt)‘12 
be an arbitrary but fixed root, holomorphic for t in the image t(x) of the 
domain formed by our chosen regions D, , k = l,..., m + 2 together with 
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the curves 1, , k = l,..., m + 2. From now, on, let us employ the following 
fixed conventions, unless otherwise stated: 
1 +v--1)r<argt<1+2k 
cm + 2) ’ ‘rn$- for all t in t(Q) (2.7) 
closure k = I,..., m + 2, and 
arg P = 01 arg t, (2.8) 
whenever we take roots in the t-plane. To avoid confusion, denote 
&, = * [t(x)]‘“+“““, (2.9) 
which is a fixed choice of f(x), by convention (2.8). For each k = l,..., m + 1, 
the domain [(D, u &+I u D,,,) is the whole complex plane except for a 
finite number of vertical cuts. From &Ok U Z,,, u D,+l) delete circular 
neighborhoods of radius 6, about the endpoints of the cuts. Starting on the 
boundary of each neighborhood draw two vertical half-lines tangent to it, 
tending to infinite in the direction of the cut. Delete these open half-strips 
of width 26, , attached on the deleted neighborhoods. Let Q.6”, be the resulting 
set after all these neighborhoods and half-strips containing the cuts are 
deleted. Denote the preimage of QiO in the x-plane by Szs”, . Note that 6, is 
an arbitrary small positive constant. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Evgrafov and Fedoryuk). For each k = l,..., m + 1, 
there exist two solutions +*(x, l )for (2.1) such that for x E QtO , 0 < E < Ed, 
(~~(8,) is a constant depending on k and S,), u,*(x, 6) are expressible as follows: 
%*(x, c) = p(x)-l’s t&*(x, e) exp{*( l/e) l(x)}. (2.10) 
The functions z&&(x, .z) have asymptotic expansions 
z&*(x, c) rv .fo t&(x) ET, ii;(x) E 1 as E 4 o+ ( (2.11) 
OT us x -+ CO in sZtO with Re g(x) + -cc for 4,+(x, E), or as x + CC in S2t0 
with Re c(x) -+ +CO for zi,-(x, c). 
In a more precise sense, (2.11) means that for each k = l,..., m + 1, 
(2.12) 
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for xEQ& 0 < E < ~~(8s). The function R&(X) is bounded in compact 
subsets of the corresponding .QtO , and is of the order O(j x j(-(h+2)/2)(N+1) > 
uniformly for 0 < E < E$,,) as x + co in Q:O in such a manner that 
Re l(x) + Foe, where h is the degree of p(x). The functions &*(x) are 
holomorphic in D, u D,,, and 
&(x) zzz O(l x I(--(h+2)‘2)T) 
as x -+ co in Q’s”, in such a manner that Re l(x) ---f FFCO. (Each formula above 
combines two: take the upper or lower sign throughout.) In formula (2.10) 
we define uk*(x, e) uniquely by specifying 
p-l/4(x) = q(t) t-m/a, 
77 2m + 5 -<argt<-----77 
mS2 m+2 
(2.13) 
for 
(We shall make this choice for all subsequent formulas in this paper unless 
otherwise stated.) The asymptotic formulas above may be formally differen- 
tiated. 
Suppose D, U l&r U D,,, is a consistent canonical domain, 
1 <k<m+l.FrOm&&U~k+, u D,,J delete circular neighborhoods of 
radius 6 about the endpoints of the cuts, as well as sectors of central angle 6 
that have their vertices at the endpoints of the cuts and are bisected by the 
cuts. The resulting domain in the t-plane may be denoted by 
&& u lk+1 u Dk+& ; 
the corresponding domains in the x-plane or t-plane may be denoted by 
(& u lk+l u D,,,), Or t(Dk u &+I u D,,,), respectively. For a consistent 
canonical domain, Theorem 2.1 can be improved so that the asymptotic 
relations, as x -+ co, are valid in D, and in &+r for both uk+ and ulc-. 
COROLLARY 2.1 (Evgrafov and Fedoryuk). For 1 < K ,( m + 1, suppose 
Dk u ~JC+I u &,l is a consistent canonical domain. Then the solutions uk*(x, l ) 
for (2.1) of Theorem 2.1 are expressible in the form (2.10) where 
tZo*(x) = 1 as c---f 0+ (2.1 la) 
OY x + CQ in (Ok u lk+l u D,,,), in the sense that 
N 
d,‘(x, 6) - c i&x) er < C,(N, 8) (I x I-(h+2)‘2 ‘lN+l (2.11b) 
9-O 
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for x E (D, u 1ti+1 u D,,,), , 0 < E < ~~(8). Here, C,(N, 6) and e&Y) are 
constants. The functions z&*(x) are holomorphic in D, U l,,, U D,,, and 
t&(x) = O(l x I--(h+y (2.1 lc) 
as x + CO in (D, u lk,, u D,,,), , These asymptotic formulas may be formally 
diSfeerentiated. 
Let 1 < k < m + 1, and let us not first require that D, u I,,, u Dk+l be 
consistent. We then have uk+ and uk- as stated in Theorem 2.1. When k is 
odd (or even), +f is subdominant in D, (or D,,,), and z+- is subdominant in 
Dkil (or Dk). For each odd k, we put (uk+, z+-) in the first row and 
(E(du,+/dt), c(du,+/dt)) in the second row to form a fundamental matrix 
solution for (2.6). For each even k, we put (uk-, us+) in the first row and 
(c(du,-/dt), c(dzrk+/dt)) in the second row. Expressing everything as functions 
of t, we obtain (m + 1) fundamental matrix solutions for (2.6) of the form 
(-l)“+l 2 
(m + 2) E 1 
(2.14) 
for t E t(.Ci$), 0 < E < ~~(a,), for the corresponding k. The matrix P,F(t, 6) 
has the properties 
?kF@, <) - f Pk,(t) ET, 
7-O 
in the sense that for 0 < E < ck(SO), t E t(f$) 
1 PkF(t, c) - % P&) CT 1 < GN(t) cN+l. (2.16) 
c,,(t) is a 2 X 2 matrix function of t, and is bounded in compact subsets of 
@&to); the P,,(t) are holomorphic in t(f2,“). The absolute value sign and 
inequality relation apply to each matrix element. The first columns of Pkr(t) 
and C,,(t) are of the order O(l t l-((m+2)/2)r) and O(j t I-((m+2)/2)(N+1)) re- 
spectively as t + co in t(Dk) with Re &(x(t)) + --CC when k is odd, or with 
Re {(x(t)) -+ + CC when K is even, uniformly for 0 < E < E~(S,,), (for example, 
t --+ co at an angle ((1 + 2(k - l))/(m + 2)) n < arg t < ((1 + 2k)/(m + 2)) v 
for the corresponding k). The second columns of Pkr(t) and C,,(t) are of the 
order O(i t l-((m+2)/2)r) and O(l t l--((m+2)/2)(N+1)) respectively as t + 00 in 
t(&+r) with Re [(x(t)) + +co when k is odd, or with Re &x(t)) --f ---co 
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when K is even, uniformly for 0 < E < ~~(6~). In case D, u Zkfl u Dk+l is a 
consistent canonical domain, then we have Y,“(t, l ) expressible in the form 
(2.14), where the matrix YkF(t, l ) has an asymptotic expansion of the form 
(2.15) in the sense that for E > 0 sufficiently small, t E t(Dk u Zk+l u D,,,), , 
Here, the c&V, 6) are constants and Y,,(t) are holomorphic in 
t(Dle u &+I u D,,,). 
We shall now find the connections between the fundamental matrix solu- 
tions YhF, K = 1 ,a**, m + 1 by first finding their relationship with solutions 
having known properties in a full neighborhood of the turning point t = 0. 
Such connection techniques was used by Wasow [8] and Leung [6]. To find 
solutions with known properties in a neighborhood of the turning point, 
results of Hsieh and Sibuya [4], and Sibuya [7] will be utilized. 
3. UNIFORM SIMPLIFICATION IN A FULL NEIGHBORHOOD OF THE 
TURNING POINT 
We will transform Equation (2.6) into a equation whose solutions will be 
expressed in terms of special functions in Section 4. The transformation will 
be performed in a full neighborhood of t = 0, overlapping the regions ‘n& 
for each K = I,..., (m + l), provided 6, > 0 is small enough. 
LEMMA 3.1. There exists a holomorphic transformation in a neighborhood 
of zero in the t-plane Y * = P(t, E) Z where P(t, l ) has a uniform asymptotic 
expansion for 1 t 1 < t, , t, su#iciently small, that takes dagerential equation (2.6) 
into the form 
where pj(c), j = I,..., (m - 2) are analytic functions of E for E > 0 su.ciently 
small and 
(3.2) 
as E + O+. The quantities & are complex constants. 
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Proof. Direct calculation shows that (dq/dt) = - + g(t) q(t), where 
g(t) = $ ($)-” = A$ ($)-‘. 
Thus, if we let 
y* zz 
[ 
4(t) O ] y**, 
- 4 WI 40) 
then straightforward computations shows 
dY** 
0 
‘dt = c2 dg 
tl”+y dt ( 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Hanson and Russell [2] show that (3.4) can be formally transformed into 
where j$(~),j = l,..., m - 2 are formal series in E with constant coefficients: 
cf, &ei, by the formal transformation 
y** = M(t, c) 2 (3.6) 
I 
q1k cl q2k 4 
M= 
E 3 + q2 (tm + E f Sk(t) Ek) 
k=l 
where ql(t, E), q2(t, C) are formal series of the forms 
qdt, c) = 1 + f Qlk@) Ek, 
k=l 
q2(4 4 = f q2k(t) l ke 
k=l 
The functions qlk , qzk are holomorphic for all k, for 1 t / < 2, , & sufficiently 
small; and s,(t), K = 1, 2,... are polynomials in t of degree at most m - 2. 
They can all be constructed recursively by formulas given in [2]. A recent 
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result of Sibuya [7l, h s ows that there exists a holomorphic transformation 
y** =Q(t,e)Z (3.8) 
on a disk with center t = 0 that takes (3.4) into (3.1), with /Ij(c) analytic 
for small E > 0 and satisfying (3.2), while Q(t, C) N M(t, 6) as E + 0+, 
uniformly for 1 t 1 < t, , to sufficiently small. The fact that term of O(E) in 
the lower left-hand corner of the coefficient matrix in (3.4) is of order O(G) 
ensures that there is no s,(t) in (3.7), and calculation according to procedures 
in [2] will show that the coefficient of d, 0 < j < m - 2, in the (2, 1)th 
entry for the coefficient matrix in (3.1) are of order O(G). 
On combining transformations (3.3) and (3.8) the transformation 
Y* = P(t, C) 2 is obtained where 
It transforms (2.6) into (3.1). Th ere fore, P(t, E) has, for 1 t 1 < t,, , the uniform 
asymptotic expansion 
q4 c) - q(t) 1 + f p?(t) cr (3.10) 
r=l 
with P?(t) holomorphic for each Y. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
4. SOLUTIONS AROUND THE TURNING POINT, 
IN TERMS OF SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 
Next, we proceed to investigate the solutions of (3.1) in terms of solutions 
to a particular class of ordinary differential equations with polynomial 
coefficients, studied by Hsieh and Sibuya [4]. The first element of the vector 
Z satisfies the equation 
The change of independent variable 
t = E2/(m+2) ?1 (4.2) 
reduces (4.1) to 
~h+(+ E4/(m+2)+(2/(m+2))(m--i)~m-j(E) ?y-I]) o(7), c) = 0 (4.3) 
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in the sense that solutions x(t, C) of (4.1) can be related to solutions ~(7, l ) of 
(4.3) by 
.z(t, c) = ?J(ic-2l(~f2), E) = $7, E). (4.4) 
Let 
where al(c) = 0, 
uj(c) = E4/(m+2)+(2/(m+2))(m-j) . ~ -i(c), for j = 2,..., m. 
[4] shows that Eq. (4.3) has solutions given by 
v(~,4 = gm,rc(rl, 44) = gm(w-“7, G’@(r))), 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
for each k = 1,2 ,..., m + 2, where 
i 
2 
w = exp i-n 
ml-2 I 
G*(a) = (w-%zl , w-““u2 ,. .,, w-“%,,J. 
The function CYm(s, a) is the unique solution of the differential equation 
$-P(s)y=O, P(s) = P + UIF1 $- -*- + (I,-1s + a,, 
where a == (ur ,..., a,) are complex parameters, such that 
(i) SYm(s, a) is an entire function of (s, a); 
(ii) S’?Js, u) and +YVn’(s, a) admit respectively the asymptotic representa- 
tions 
grn = s’nfl + O(S-~‘~)] exp[-E&s, u)] 
fVm’ = ~(~‘~)+‘~[-l + O(sel”)] exp[--E,(s, a)] 
(4.7) 
uniformly on each compact set in the (aI ,..., a,)-space as s tends to infinity 
in any closed subsector of the open sector: / arg s 1 < (3/(m + 2)) rr. Here 
lrn 
Y m= -T 
(m: odd) 
-tm - hmi2)+d4 (m: even), 
(4.8) 
-%a(~, 4 = & s (m+2)/2 
+ 15*<;,2)+1 q-3 bd4 S’m+2-2h)‘2 
(4.9) 
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[I + fIl uis-y2 = 1 + f b,(a) s-h. h=l (4.10) 
The quantities b,(a) are polynomials in a, ,..., a,; and 
sr = exp(r(log 1 s 1 + i arg s)) 
for any constant r. 
For the remaining computations we will always use the following rules, 
unless otherwise stated: 
x7 = exp{r(log 1 x j + i arg x)}, 
arg(xy) = arg x + arg y, 
for any complex numbers X, y, r; 
arg E = 0, and 
2 
arg w = 
m+2 %-- 
Using (4.5)-(4.10), we have the following asymptotic representations for 
C#m,k(t~-2/(m+2), u(e)) = CV,,&~~te-~/(~+2), Gk(a(c))) 
as e--+0+, for each k = l,..., m + 2: 
ciYm,&-2/(m+2), a(c)) 
= W(Ic/4)mt-m/4~?n/2(m+2) exp (- l)k+l & 
I 
t(m+2)/2E-l 
I 
[I + o(wm+2))] 
E $ cvm,k(tE-2/(~+2), a(c ) 
= WkmJ4tm/4em/2hf2~ exp (_ I)"+1 -.& 
I 
tm+2)/2E-l 
I 
x [(-1)“” + O(A(m+s))] (4.11) 
uniformly for 8, < / t 1 < to , in any corresponding closed subsector of 
] arg t - (2kr)/(m + 2)1 < 37Fl(m + 2). Here 8, is any arbitrary positive 
constant less than t, . We have such a convenient exponential factor because 
all except the first term of Em(orktc-2~(m+2), G”(u(E))) in (4.9) are of the order 
O(E) for 1 t 1 < t, , which can be easily shown using (4.5) and (4.10). Further- 
more, the functions @Ymk satisfy the connection formulas 
~m,k(tc-21(m+2), U(c)) = C(G”(a(c))) ~~,k+&r-2’(m+2’, U(C)) 
+ e(G”(u(c))) ~&&&~-2”m+2’, U(C)) 
(4.12) 
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1 < k < m, for 1 t j < t, , where 
C(G*(u(c))) = ;; 1; + O(,4/(m+z)), 
C(G”(a(c)) = --w + O(E~-~)) 
(4.13) 
as E + 0+ (refer to [7, p. 5&54]). 
We are now ready to investigate fundamental matrix solutions of (3.1) 
for S, < / t 1 < t, . Let 
W~14sYm*k(tc2/(~+2), u(c)) GY m,lc+l(t~-2~(~+2), a(c)  
Z,(t, l) = 
d 
w.P~4 - CY 
dt 
m,k(tE-2/(m+2), u(c)) 
1 
For 6 -() < j t 1 -I t, , t in any closed subsector of 
(4.14) 
we have the following formula for Zk(t, E), k = I,..., (m + 1): 
zk(t, c) = w (P+l)m/4t-m/4Em/2(m+2) 
x [ 
1 + O(&m+s)) 1 + o(&m+a)) 
tm/2{(-~)7c+l + o(,l/h+29} p'"{(-1)" + q$l(n+29} 1 *& E), 
where 
(4.15) 
x,(4 4 
i 
exp 
I 
(- l)“+r A-- 
mt2 
t(m+2)/2,-1 
1 
0 
zzz 
0 exp (-l)k& 
t 
th+2)/2E-l 
I I 
as c---f O+. Formula for Zrc(t, c), for 
2k + 1 2k + 5 
-~<argt <--, 
m+2 m+2 
can be readily obtained from (4.12) and (4.13): 
Ym,K(tE-2/(m+2), u(c)) 
= t-m/4p/2ww) 
(C 
w-1 - w 
w-1 - 1 
W(~k+1)/4)m + O(,llh+z)) 
I 
* exp (-I)” ---?- 
t m+2 
t(m+2)/2E-1 
I 
(4.16) 
+ [+,l+Uk+2,/4,m + O(&(m+2))] . exp (-I)"+1 L-- 
! 
2 
ml-2 
t(m+2)p-1 
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as E j O+, &, < 1 t j < t, . Thus in any closed subsector of 
2k + 1 
-77 < arg t < 3~. 
m+2 
8, < I t I < to, 
&(t, C) has the representation: 
w(W+2)/4)m + O(&/h+2)) 
"((k+l)/l)m + o(,l/m+2,) 
w-1 - w 
w-l _ 1 
W(~k+2)/4hrt + O(#m+2)) 
P/2( - 1)” W~m+l)/4hn + O(,l/wn+2)) 1 
- exp (-1)” 
I 
2 -..--t("+2)/2c-1 
W-2 1 
~wl+(uc+3)/4)m + O(,l/m+z,) 
+ [tmiy- 1) 
0 
k Wl+((k+3)/4)m + o(,l/bn+z,) 0 1 
x exp (- l)k+l * 
I 
p+2)/2E-1 
0 
(4.17) 
as E 4 Of, k = l,..., m. Note that the union of regions of validity for formulas 
(4.15), k = l,..., (m + l), covers an annulus around t = 0 except for one 
ray arg t = n/(m + 2). 
5. LATERAL CONNECTION FORMULAS FOR FUNDAMENTAL SYSTEMS WITH 
ASYMPTOTIC SERIES IN DIFFERENT UNBOUNDED DOMAINS 
For each k = l,..., m + 1, consider the region: 
&I < I t I < t, > 
2k- 1 2k + 3 
- T < arg t < - 7r. 
m-k2 m-l-2 
It will have nonempty intersection with t(Q,“J if 6, is reduced to sufficiently 
small. We have asymptotic formulas for two fundamental systems YkF(t, E) 
and P(t, l ) Z,(t, 6) of (2.6) in the intersection region, analyzed respectively 
from (2.14) to (2.16) and from (4.14) to (4.16). Furthermore, Eq. (4.17) leads 
to formula for P(t, C) Z,(t, l) for 
8, < I t I < t, 9 
2k + 1 ----* < arg t <3x, 
m+2 
k = l,..., m. 
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Thus, for each K = l,..., m, relationship between YrcF and YfL+l can be cal- 
culated by using PZ, . 
LEMMA 5.1 (Central Connections). 
YkF(t, E) = (P.&J (t, c) &(E) fork = l,.,., m + 1, / t / < t, 
ami 
Yl+,(t, e) = (P-Z,) (t, c) QE) for k = l,..., m, ItIGtt,. 
Here, 
C,(c) = 
1 ak(‘) w -((1+1)/4)m~-m/2(m+2) 
+ O(#m+a’) 
444 1 + O(&(m+z)) I 
(5.1) 
and 
QE) = E-W2(m+2) 
L 
tM4 ~u-1-wm/4b-(3n/4) + O(El/m+Z)) 
X 
w-(lcm/41--m/4 + o(@a+Pt) 
w-1 - w 
w-1- 1 w 
-I-Wm/41-mf2 + O(,l/(WZ,) 
I 
(5.2) 
wke~e a&e), cik(c) - 0 a5 E + Of, k = l,..., m + 1 and /&(E) N 0 as c -+ Of, 
k = l,..., m. 
PYOOf. C,(e) = .z,WIYkF which can be calculated using formulas 
(4.15), (3.10) and (2.14) for 
2k - 1 2k + 3 
m-l-2 
T < arg t < m+2 =, 8,ep[<to: 
Ck(E) = W-(lt+1)/4)mg-m/2(1+2) 
1 + O(&m+y p+2'pr-l O(,llbnt2,) 
X 
L 
exp (-1)” & i I 
ez.p 
i 
(-])k+l& I'm+2v2~-l~ q@l(m+2)) 1 + O(&m+2)) 
for k = l,..., m + 1. Take t = t0e2(kfl)nil(nz+2), then 
exp w+ 1 
pl+z,/z,-1 
1 
- 0 as r-+0+; 
while, take t = t,,e2knil(m+2), then 
@wzf&-1 - f-J as t-+0+. 
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Similarly, 
QE) = zpP-lY,f, , k = I,..., m, 
can be calculated by using formulas (4.17), (3.10) and (2.14) for 
%fl 2k + 5 --<argt<------, 
m-l-2 m-i-2 
&)<ltl <to: 
Q4 = 
pn/2bn+2) 
(-1)‘Cfl 2p/2Wl+m/2)+lh + O(,llcm+e)) 
+ exp 1(-l)” & 
@n+2)/2E-l O(,ll(m+a)) 
I 
- I 
exp t--1)“& 
~h+2)/2e-l q&h+29 
I 
2(- l)k tm/2w((K+l)/4)m + O(,l/h+29 
$$n+2)/2E-l O(Ellh+2)) 
x 
exp C--l)‘& 
I I 
+2(-l) k+l m zW1+((k+3)/4h + qpn+29 t / 
exp (- l)k+l * 
I 
p+2)&1 O(&/(m+29 
I 
+2(-I)“+1 tm/2 ;I; 1; ,((k+2)/4M + ()(,l/h+29 
To evaluate the first row and the lower left term of the above matrix, take 
t = tOe2(k+lhi/(m+2), then 
exp WY-$& I 
tm+a)la,-l 
1 
- () as E -+ O+. 
To evaluate the lower right term of the above matrix, take t = t,,e@kf9)ail(m+Q, 
then both the absolute values of 
t(rn+2)/2,-1 
I 
and exp (- l)k+l --& 
I 
tbn+2)/2,-1 
I 
are 1. Thus we have Eq. (5.2) for k = l,..., m. Observe that all the points at 
which we evaluate the entries in Ck(e) and &(e) are contained in t(@), for 
small enough 8, . 
THEOREM 5.1 (Lateral Connections). For k = l,..., m, 
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where 
yk@) 1 + O(&l(m+a)) 
N,(c) = (5.3) 
1 + O(EW+a)) W-1-(m/4) + o(&nz+2)) 
The function TV N 0 as E --f O+. 
Proof. Nk(c) = C,‘(c) Ck(e) which can be computed directly using 
Lemma 5.1. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Suppose DI, U lk+1 U D,,, is a consistent canonical 
domain. Then doubly asymptotic series for I& and u& as E ---f O+ or x - CQ 
in all of (Ok u lk+l u D,,,), can be obtained from the formulas: 
[U,,(x, E), U;r,,(% c)l = @k+h Elf uk-(x, c)I Nk(d 
for k = I,..., m, and k odd; while 
[d+&, E), U;+I@> l )l = [“k-(x, d, Uk+(X, d1 N,(E) 
for k = l,..., m, and k even. 
6. CONNECTING ONE FULL CIRCLE AROUND THE TURNING POINT 
Let l(x) be defined to be the choice of c(x) for x E Dm+2 U lI u D, U l2 U D, 
such that f(x) = f(x) for x E Dm+2 (refer to (2.9)), and &x) is the continuation 
of l(z) to I1 u D, u 1, u D, from Dm+2 across lx . Let !Gc+” = !G$ . In 
&D,+, u l1 u DI) delete circular neighborhoods of radius 6, and half-itrips 
of width 26, containing the cuts, as before. Denote the resulting region by 
fig+s, and its preimage in the x-plane by Qc+“. Theorem 2.1 apply for 
k = m + 2 and m + 3, with l(x) everywhere replaced by [(x), and p(x)-l14 
in formula (2.10) defined by (2.13) for x E Dm+2 and by the continuation 
across II for x E: D, u 1, U D, . (Analogous results of Corollary 2.1, of course, 
apply.) 
For each k = m + 2 and m + 3, put ukf and E(du,*/dt) on two rows, 
according to the rules stated above formula (2.14), to form two fundamental 
matrix solutions for (2.6), k = m + 2, m + 3: 
ykF(& 6)= !@> t-m’4 [:, (-1):~ p/2] ‘k% ‘1 
x diag exp 
( I 
(-1)k+12 
(m + 2) 6 
tba+2)/2 
I I 
) exp (-Ilk 2 
(m+2)6 
t(m+2’,2 
I) 
(6.1) 
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x(t) E 12to , 0 < E < e&J. Here we use the rules: 
arg P = OL arg t, 
for x E D,+, closure, 
for x E DI closure, 
for x E D, closure, 
and PkF(t, C) satisfies the properties described in (2.15) and (2.16) for the 
corresponding k = m + 2 or m + 3 with [(x(t)) replaced by [(x(t)) and 
D &+a m+3 ? defined respectively as DI , D, . 
On the other hand, formulas (4.12) and (4.13) are valid even for 
k=m+ l,m+2 where 
CiYm,&“l(“f2), u(e)) = gm(o.rktc-2/(m+2), G’“(a(e))), k=m+3,m+4 
has formulas (4.11) in corresponding closed subsector of 
2krr 
arg t - - 
m+2 
< 3 
Tiq Ty 
and roots are taken according to (2.8). (Note that 
gm&a-2/(m+2), a(e)) = 9Ym,$e-2/(m+2), a(e)) 
if k = h mod m + 2. Refer to [7].) Define Z,+2(t, C) by formula (4.14) with k 
replaced by m + 2. It follows that (4.15) and (4.17) are valid respectively in 
subsector of 
and 
2k + 3 2+5 -~<argt<-T, 
m-k2 m+2 
8, < I i! I < CJ 7 e-+0+, k=m+l, m i- 2, 
where roots are taken according to (2.8). 
LEMMA 6.1. 
E’A+2(4 4 = P&n+,) (4 4 G+,k)9 I t I < 4l P 
where C,,,+2(~) satisjies formula (5.1) with k replaced by m + 2. 
y;+,<t, 4 = (J%c) (6 4 Gc(49 k=m+Lm+Z ItI<&, 
where ~?~(e) satisfies formula (5.2) for the corresponding k. 
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Proof. C,+,(e) = z&P-‘Y;+, which can be calculated using (4.15), 
(3.10) and (6.1). The proof here is exactly the same as the first part of Lemma 
5.1, with K replaced by m + 2. 
QE) = z,-‘P-‘Y,“,, ) k=m+l,m+2, 
can be calculated by using formulas (4.17), (3.10) and (6.1). The proof here 
is exactly the same as the second part of Lemma 5.1, with k replaced by 
m+ 1, m+2. 
Lemmas 5.1 and 6.1 thus immediately give: 
THEOREM 6.1. 
Y,f,(t, 4 = Yk% 6) NJ&>, k=m+l,m+2 
where N,(E) satis$es formula (5.3) for the corresponding k. 
Analogous results of Corollary 5.1 can be obtained. 
Remarks. (1) Both YIF(t, E) and Yi+3(t, c) are fundamental matrix 
solutions for (2.6) with first column and second column subdominant 
respectively in t(Dl) and t(&). Using Theorems 5.1 and 6.1, we have 
Y:+&r c) = Yl*(t, e) N,(e) N,(c) ... Nm+z(G 
Formula (5.3) gives the roughest answer for the connection matrix 
N,(E) N,(E) ... N,+Z(~) which serves to give a check on the results. The 
values for Nr ... N,+a are --I + O(G/*) for m = 2 and I + O(e1i6) for 
m = 4. (Here I is the identity matrix.) The leading matrices are respectively 
-I, +I for m = 2 and m = 4 because of the choices of p(x)-I/* = q(t) t+j4 
in Yr* and Yg,, . 
(2) The formula (5.3) differs from the result of Theorem 2.2 in [6]. 
This is due to arithmetic error in the formula for zs(t, 6) above (2.27) in [6], 
and thus subsequent changes in multiplication should be made there. Such 
minor corrections in arithmetic will be published and the results in [6], after 
correction, has been found to match with our present result in this paper. 
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